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Illustration Credits

Images of the current flags and coats of arms were taken from the compact disk Russian Regional Heraldry / Regional’naia simvolika Rossii, purchased from Vector-Images.com. Images of most obsolete flags were purchased from the website http://www.vector-images.com. In some cases the colors vary from images on the websites of the federal subjects. This is most obvious in the various shades of blue used (see the discussion in the Color section). On three flags the stripes are described as “silver”, but are shown as white or very light gray in the images—Ivanovo Oblast, Kaluga Oblast, and Kursk Oblast. It is also quite common for a color to be described as “gold”, but represented on the flag in yellow. In addition, some flags are not depicted in their official proportions.

Territorial maps were obtained from Wikimedia Commons (http://commons.wikimedia.org) and were contributed to the commons by Marmelad.
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